
1 Also starring in both films, who directed 'Zoolander' and 'Zoolander 2'? Ben Stiller

2 Who composed the soundtrack for the 1981 film ‘Chariots of Fire’, and the 1982 film 'Blade runner'? Vangelis

3 Name the 1993 film, directed by Steven Spielberg, which was adapted from a Michael Crichton novel? Jurassic Park

4 What is the name of the female protagonist in the 1996 film 'The Hunchback of Notre Dame'? Esmeralda

5 What was the name of the 2011 film in which Johnny Depp played an animated chameleon? Rango

6 Who played Lizzie McGuire in the TV show of the same name? Hilary Duff

7 Which iconic female actress starred alongside Tony Curtis and Jack Lemmon in the 1959 film ‘Some Like it Hot’? Marilyn Monroe

8 Who created TV shows such as 'Buffy the Vampire Slayer', 'Firefly' and 'Agents of SHIELD'? Joss Whedon

9 True or False: The 1975 film ‘Jaws’ is adapted from a book of the same name? True

10 In ‘Wallace and Gromit’ what kind of animal was antagonist ‘Feathers McGraw? Penguin

11 What is the official language of the Ivory Coast? French

12 Which European country’s national flag contains the highest percentage of white? Cyprus

13 What is the name of the large desert region located in northern China and Southern Mongolia? The Gobi Desert

14 In which ocean would you find Easter Island? Pacific Ocean

15 Which colour features on the bottom third of the Indian flag? Green

16 Which is closer to Honolulu, Hawaii: Tokyo or Los Angeles? Los Angeles

17 Which country has the larger population; Japan or Thailand? Japan

18 Out of the five boroughs in New York, which is the largest in terms of area? Queens

19 Dakar is the capital of which African country? Senegal

20 After Brussels, which is the next most populated city in Belgium? Antwerp

21 Which word could describe both a tuft on the head of an animal and the highest point in a wave? Crest

22 Are bee stings: acid or alkali? Acid

23 The species Canis Lupus is known by what common name? Wolf

24 On the periodic table, What is the chemical symbol for oxygen? O

25 In mathematics, what is the name for the number on the top of a fraction? Numerator

26 How tall is Olympus Mons, the tallest planetary mountain in our Solar System: A)21km, B)51km, C)81km? A)21km

27 What is the 5th largest planet in our Solar System? Earth

28 If filly is the term for a female horse under the age of 4, what is the male equivalent? Colt

29 Also known as the North Star, what is the name of the brightest star in the Ursa Minor constellation? Polaris

30 What colour are wild budgies: green and yellow or blue and grey? green and yellow

31 Which country took part in the 'Great Emu War' of 1932? Australia

32 Which condiment was supposedly named after a city on a Spanish island? Mayonnaise

33 ‘Don Giovanni', 'The Magic Flute' and 'The Marriage of Figaro' are all operas by which famous composer? Mozart

34 In Formula One, what colour flag is used to symbolise 'a hazard on or near the track'? Yellow

35 Which American singer, actor and producer had nicknames 'Ol' Blue Eyes' and 'Chairman of the Board'? Frank Sinatra

36 What was the name of the 12th and final studio album from the Beatles: A)Let it Be, B)Magical Mystery Tour, C)The White Album? A)Let it Be

37 What is the mode of transport featured in the board game 'Ticket to Ride'? Train

38 Who was the President of the USA during the Iran-Contra Affair? Ronald Reagan

39 What is the name of Microsoft's virtual assistant? Cortana

40 Who is the only character to appear in all 7 books of the 'Chronicles of Narnia' series? Aslan
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